REBECCA VALENTE
EDITOR

EPISODIC

LET THE RIGHT ONE IN (Season 1)
Editor
Seith Mann
Showtime/Tomorrow Studios

SURFACE (Season 1)
Editor
Sam Miller
Apple/Hello Sunshine

LISEY’S STORY (Season 1)
Editor
Pablo Larrain
Apple/Hello Sunshine

SNOWPIERCER (Season 1)
Additional Editor
Graeme Manson, James Hawes
TNT/Tomorrow Studios

MOON SHOT (Doc. Series)
Editor
Orlando von Einsiedel
Google/Bad Robot

FEATURES

THE SKYWALKER LEGACY (Documentary)
Editor
Debs Paterson
Walt Disney/LucasFilm

STAR WARS: THE RISE OF SKYWALKER
Animatics Editor
J.J. Abrams
Walt Disney/LucasFilm

SPONTANEOUS
Additional Editor
Brian Duffield
Awesomeness Films

THE CLOVERFIELD PARADOX
Editor
Julius Onah
Paramount/Bad Robot

STAR TREK BEYOND
Behind the Scenes Editor
Justin Lin
Paramount/Bad Robot

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION
Behind the Scenes Editor
Christopher McQuarrie
Paramount/Bad Robot

GROWTH
Behind the Scenes Editor
Gabriel Cowan
New Artists Alliance

SHORT FILMS INCLUDE

BEAT THE ODDS: DAVID CHO
Editor
John Cho
Children’s Defense Fund/Bad Robot

JUST BETWEEN US
Editor
Kaily Smith Westbrook
Elysium Bandini Studios/Red Ladders Entertainment

THE AMERICAN
Editor
Julie Janata

MERCY
Editor
Josh Tate